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Time allowed : 3 Hours]           [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt all question as directed.

SECTION-A

1. Write a character sketch of Chris Keller. 12

OR

Discuss the ending of the play ‘All My Sons’ in your 

own words.

2. Write an essay on any one of the following topics in 

300-350 words : 11

(i) Online Education : Its advantages and 

disadvantages.

(ii) An ideal teacher.
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(iii) Value of leisure in our life.

(iv) A pleasant dream.

SECTION-B

3. Write a precis of the following passage in about one-

third of its length and suggest a suitable title.

Corruption in India has increased spectacularly 

and astronomically during the last thirty years. 

There is hardly any segment of life where it is not 

found. It has spread like an epidemic and it is 

eating into the vitals of the country. According to 

the Transparency International, India is one of the 

ten most corrupt counties in the world. The spread 

of corruption which has dehumanised the whole 

society and eroded the moral values, is gradually 

leading the country to degradation, disintegration 

and demoralisation. It is a matter of great concern 

to all those Indians who are keen to fight this 

menace and save the country. Whatever its causes, 

corruption has serious effects on the system. It 

breeds injustice and discriminates against the 
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poor, disrupts public services and endangers public 

health and safety. Moreover, corruption 

demoralises common men and erodes public trust 

in government. It also pulls down national image in 

the international set up. In brief, it sounds a death 

knell to civil society. 11

4. Write a letter to your friend congratulating him for 

his new job offer. 11

OR

Write a letter to the editor of a newspaper about 

poor condition of the roads in your city.

SECTION-C

5. Attempt any ten of the following questions : 

(i) What is the significance of the apple tree in the 

play ?

(ii) How does Frank define ‘a favourable day’ in 

your life according to horoscope ?

(iii) ‘Being dishonest with her. That kind of thing 

always pay off, and not it’s paying off.’ Explain.
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(iv) Why does Chris call the world ‘a zoo’ ?

(v) Why is George against Ann and Chris’s 

marriage ?

(vi) Why is Joe Killer worried about George’s visit 

to Steve Deever ?

(vii) Why does Kate ask Joe Killer to smart at the 

end of Act I ?

(viii)How does Jim feel about his profession ?

(ix) What does Kate Killer dream about Larry ?

(x) What does Chris read in the newspaper ? Why 

does he read that ?

(xi) What does George say about law as a student 

and as a lawyer ?

(xii) What does Sue opine about medical research ?

10×3=30
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